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Introduction

Hydrogen is the smallest chemical element found in all organic materials and fossil fuels; however, it’s not available in nature in its pure molecular form. \( H_2 \) in pure molecular form is the lightest gas, colorless, odorless, and nontoxic. It is also considered as a clean fuel because when it is burned there are no emissions besides water vapor [1]. Pure hydrogen is widely used as a clean source of energy in many applications, such as space exploration, chemical industries, and in transportation using fuel cells to provide the vehicles with electrical energy and reduces the huge dependence on traditional fossil fuels [2]. By Comparison with traditional fuels, hydrogen has three times the energy exists in one gasoline mass unit, also very wide flammable range (4-75 vol. %), seven times wider than methane, with very low ignition energy (0.02mJ). Therefore, it is a very important issue to ensure the safety in utilization of \( H_2 \) sensing and detection of \( H_2 \) leakage, and infrastructure should be designed and prepared carefully [3], storage and transportation of \( H_2 \) should be considered as well. Consequently, accurate, sensitive, rapid response, wide measuring range and other parameters of the
H₂ sensor have great importance in recent studies and attractive for researchers [4].

Hydrogen energy is expected to be the best alternative for fossil fuels taking into consideration leakage of hydrogen. Nowadays, some hydrogen vehicles have already been produced but unfortunately, because of risks of H₂ leakage, it is still not ready to be used widely as a conventional fuel. Leakage of H₂ is serious problem because, the resulted gas mixture of H₂ with air is flammable in wide range comparing to gasoline mixture and may cause fire or explosion as the upper and lower flammability limits of hydrogen with other common fuels shown in Table 1. The leakage of H₂ can be caused by several factors [5] such as, H₂ embrittlement, that caused by long term contact between the container materials and H₂ which later can cause cracking and leakage [6]. Moreover, the broad usage of H₂ in industrial applications increases the possibilities of accidental leakage such as in storage, production, and transportation fields. The source shape of leakage is the key factor which affects the leakage characterization and has been studied by many researchers. There are two classes of H₂ leakage; a rapid leakage causing combustion which can modeled by Classic turbulent jet flame, and slow un-ignited leakage that is very attractive for researchers [4,7-9].

Table 1: Upper and lower flammability limits for hydrogen comparing with common fuels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>LFL (%)</th>
<th>UFL (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethane</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

K Ramamurthi et al. [7] studied the cloud mixture formation from H₂ and air resulted in an open area from leakage at different temperature and the effects of atmospheric conditions on the dispersion of H₂ using Gaussian model. K. Ramamurthi et al. [7] found that a flammable mixture cloud can be created in stable atmospheric conditions, such as low wind speeds and temperature, in winter clear sky. While S Vudumu et al. [8] studied the flammability limits and transient behavior of the mixture of H₂ with air. They studied two conditions, sudden release at the bottom of cylinder, and the jet release using software simulation.

Main Properties of Hydrogen

In the nature, Hydrogen is the most abundant chemical element, and can be produced from many resources such as water, biomass, coal, and a natural gas as a feed stock, using different sources of energy, including renewable energy, such as solar, wind, and nuclear energy. Thus, a lot of countries in the world will have the opportunity to produce this fuel locally. Otherwise, hydrogen is environmentally friendly source of energy, because the only by-products of using this fuel are water, heat, and electricity, also as it is replaces the fossil fuels, greenhouse emissions will be decreased and the quality of the air will be improved.

Comparing of Safety Properties of Hydrogen with other Fuels

For more than 40 years, H₂ has widely been used in industry, and as fuel for space exploration. During that, infrastructure has been developed to produce, store, and transport H₂ safely. Hydrogen like other flammable gases should be handled carefully for safety requirements [10]. The main advantages and disadvantages of hydrogen with respect to other most commonly used fuels are listed in Table 2. Hydrogen is the lightest gas (14 times lighter than air) and the smallest molecule; therefore, it has the greatest tendency to release [11]. A hydrogen leakage can be more dangerous than other gases and its detection becomes more challenging [3]. H₂ diffusivity is rapid as 3.8 times faster than NG (natural gas); when H₂ released, it is quickly dilute and at rise speed two times faster than He (helium), six times faster than NG which is 20m/s as mentioned in Table 2. So, if there is no structure to contain the rising gas, such as roof, or ventilation opening, H₂ will not cumulate around a source of leakage. Also, H₂ to become at dangerous concentration it should be confined. That’s why Industry considered these properties in designing a hydrogen-based structures, by allowing H₂ to escape away from the source in case of any unexpected leak. M Royle and D Willoughby [9] quantify the hazards and risks of H₂ leak experimentally and specify details on jet releases to decrease safety distance in this area.

Table 2: Main advantages and disadvantages of hydrogen with respect to other gases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diffusivity: 3.8 times faster than NG</td>
<td>Odorless, colorless, tasteless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rises speed (of hydrogen gas in air): 20 m/s (6 times faster than NG and 2 times faster than He)</td>
<td>Explosive range: 18.3-59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoichiometric (most easily ignited): 29% of H₂ in air</td>
<td>Ignition energy: 0.02 mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiant heat: Less radiant heat</td>
<td>Flammability range: 4-75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nontoxic</td>
<td>Blue flame (invisible in day light)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-poisonous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hydrogen also is odorless, colorless and tasteless; hydrogen leakage can’t be detected by smelling because it is odorless gas and moves away from where any nose might detect it. Hydrogen has tendency to rise quickly. Thus, an indoors leak would briefly accumulate near the ceiling then moves towards the corners. For that and other reasons, industry often uses H₂ sensors to help detect hydrogen leaks. These sensors revealed a high safety record by using them for decades. By comparison, NG is also odorless, colorless and tasteless, but to make it detectable by human, industry adds a sulfur-containing odorant. Unfortunately, all known odorants contaminate the fuel cells. Accordingly, Researchers are investigating other methods that might be used for hydrogen detection, such tracers, new odorant technology, advanced sensors and others. On the other hand, hydrogen combustion basically produces heat and water.
Because of the absence of carbon and the existence of water vapor which is absorbing heat when hydrogen burns, hydrogen burns have considerably less radiant heat in respect to a hydrocarbon fire. As the flame emits low levels of heat, the risk of secondary fires is lower. This fact has a great impact to rescue workers and the public. And like any other flammable fuel, hydrogen may combust. But its buoyancy, diffusivity and small molecular size make it hard to enclose and form a combustible mixture. Hydrogen fire to start; needs an adequate concentration of hydrogen, the presence of an ignition source, and the right amount of oxidizer (such as oxygen) all at the same time. Hydrogen has a wide flammability range (4-74% in air) and very low energy required to ignite hydrogen (0.02mJ). However, at concentrations below 10% the ignition energy required is high, similar to the energy required to ignite NG (natural gas) and gasoline in their respective flammability ranges, making hydrogen realistically more difficult to ignite near the lower flammability limit. On the other hand, if the hydrogen concentration increased toward the stoichiometric mixture (most easily ignited mixture) of 29% hydrogen (in air), the ignition energy drops to about one fifteenth of that required to ignite NG (or one tenth for gasoline).

An explosion cannot occur in any tank or container that contains only H\textsubscript{2} [12]. Hydrogen can be explosive at 18.3-59% concentrations. Although the range is wide, it is important to realize that gasoline can be more dangerous than hydrogen since the possibility of gasoline explosion is at much lower concentrations, 1.1-3.3%. In addition, there is a very little chance for hydrogen to explode in an open air, because of its affinity to rise quickly.

An Overview: Hydrogen Measuring Technologies

Several H\textsubscript{2} sensing and detection mechanisms have been studied early since 1900. The traditional mechanisms are still used widely in industry such as Gas Chromatography (GC), Mass Spectrometry (MS), Catalytic Bead (CB) and Thermal Conductivity (TC). While solid-state technologies such as semiconducting metal oxide (MOX) and Catalytic Bead (CB), need heating the catalysts to about 300°C to sense H\textsubscript{2}, which may be considered as an ignition source, so it is dangerous. In general, CB sensors are non-selective for H\textsubscript{2}. On the other hand, electrochemical sensors are based on electrolytic chemical reactions of H\textsubscript{2} using liquid or solid electrolytes, and suffering from leakage issues. H\textsubscript{2} sensors also based on TC, CB, MOX, and electrochemical technologies require the presence of oxygen. Within a solid-state technology, Palladium-based sensors are the most hopeful, based on sensitive and selective material for H\textsubscript{2}, palladium (Pd), not require oxygen for operation, and it is very accepted in industrial applications because of its reliability and high selectivity to H\textsubscript{2} [17]. So it's clear that each mechanism of H\textsubscript{2} sensing has its advantages and disadvantages and there is no specific method that can be used for sensing the leakage of hydrogen in all applications and conditions. It is very important to choose the most suitable type of sensor based on its characteristics and the environmental conditions and limits of your application. In general, any H\textsubscript{2} sensor in order to be wide acceptable and applicable, it should satisfy the following functional parameters [13].

a) Performance: The performance of H\textsubscript{2} sensors is mainly achieved by choosing the most suitable sensor for a specific application. H\textsubscript{2} sensors must have a wide operating range (2-99%), good sensitivity below LFL (4% H\textsubscript{2}) in air backgrounds, fast response time, continuous operation for petrochemical applications, and operating in wet conditions sometimes (for fuel cell applications). All these characteristics should be taken into consideration while looking for the performance of H\textsubscript{2} sensors for specific applications.

b) Lifetime: Suitable lifetime of the sensor should be related to the application and the operating costs of the sensor which should be well defined including the replacement and maintenance. For example, analytical H\textsubscript{2} systems (GC or MS) typically used for less than ten years and required daily or weekly calibration for monitoring gases in refinery applications. While low cost in-line solid-state H\textsubscript{2} sensor with minimal calibration is more cost effective with respect to the lifetime. For specific applications such as transportation and automotive applications, the desired lifetime is more than ten years with minimal annual calibration processes. During this lifetime, the H\textsubscript{2} sensor should be operating properly without any cleaning procedures, frequent calibration, or replacement through operating in harsh environmental conditions.

c) Reliability: Sensors should be highly selective to H\textsubscript{2} and have long term stability and consistent reproducibility. These are the necessary parameters to prevent any false alarms of H\textsubscript{2} sensor. H\textsubscript{2} sensor should also be able to resist multiple exposures to H\textsubscript{2} concentrations without damage.

d) Cost: The cost of sensor and its controllers should be justified (purchase, installation, calibration and maintenance) versus current technology. Nowadays, a unit that costs less than $10,000 is preferred in industrial applications for a multiple sensor technology with minimal operating costs. For automobile applications, a low-cost sensor or detector is required with minimal costs, so that replacement, maintenance and calibration less than $50. The cost choice is usually preferred if performance, reliability, and lifetime are not compromised.

Many H\textsubscript{2} sensors are available in the market. The challenge for new H\textsubscript{2} sensor to be commercialized is to improve the performance and reduce the costs more than the available sensors. None of the available sensor is suitable for all applications and satisfies all the target specifications of Department of Energy (DOE). The most important requirements for a H\textsubscript{2} sensor used in stationery and automobile application are mentioned in Table 3. The available sensors satisfy a percent of required sensitivity and selectivity, and wide range of sensor options are available, so the sensor selection is based on the application; consequently it is very important to know and understand the characteristics of given options to select
the most appropriate one [13,16]. The development of hydrogen sensing technologies that can sensitively detect H₂ leakage and based on the system take an action as alarming or shutting down is very important to achieve safety in H₂ infrastructure. These H₂ sensors should satisfy a number of characteristics to ensure timely and appropriate responses to any leaks of H₂ gas. In general, H₂ sensor for safety applications should have the followings characteristics [14]:

Table 3: Most important requirements for hydrogen sensors in automotive and stationary applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity range</td>
<td>&lt;0.1 to &gt;4%</td>
<td>Measuring range 0–4 vol% H₂ in air;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measuring range Up to 1 vol% H₂ in air (alarm limit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower detection limit &lt;0.1 vol%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivability limit</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response time</td>
<td>Automotive: &lt;3 s</td>
<td>Automotive: Response time (tᵣ₉₀) &lt;3 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stationary: &lt;30 s</td>
<td>Stationary: Response time (tᵣ₉₀) &lt;30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery time</td>
<td>Automotive: &lt;3 s</td>
<td>Recovery time (tᵣ₉₀) &lt;3 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stationary: &lt;30 s</td>
<td>Recovery time (tᵣ₉₀) &lt;30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature range</td>
<td>Automotive: -40°C to +125°C</td>
<td>Ambient temperature -40 to +125°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stationary: -20°C to +50°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure range:</td>
<td>Automotive: 62–107 kPa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stationary: 80–110 kPa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity range</td>
<td>Automotive: 0–95%</td>
<td>Ambient humidity: 0–100% relative humidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stationary: 20–80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>&lt;1 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime</td>
<td>Automotive: 6000 h</td>
<td>Durability/lifetime: 3–5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stationary: &gt;5 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy and</td>
<td>Automotive: 5–10%</td>
<td>Accuracy: 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeatability</td>
<td>Stationary: 10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

i. High sensitivity.
ii. Fast response.
iii. Wide dynamic range.
iv. High selectivity and immunity to common interferences (such as humidity and existence of other gases).
v. The sensor must be very stable.
vi. Long lifetime with acceptable low false positive responses.
vii. Operation near room temperatures.
viii. For widespread commercial acceptance sensors, low cost sensor networks are essential.

Traditional Principles for Hydrogen Sensing

Thermal conductivity is the most extended measuring principle for H₂, and then GC (Gas chromatography) is the second most applied principle for H₂ detection. The length of response time in minutes is the main disadvantage of GC, sample preparation time, consumable gases (carrier and calibration gases), and intensive labor handling procedures. On the other hand, it has the advantage of having the ability to measure other gases, such as oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide in the presence of H₂ which adds time to the analysis process. MS (mass spectrometer) is another technology which is widely used for H₂ sensing and detection in the industry [18]. Process MS such as GC must be safety certified. MS requires special shelters for air-conditioned, safety monitors, many gases for calibration (e.g., fragmentation gases), and frequent maintenance (weekly) by a skilled operator. Similar to GC, the MS also requires extensive sample systems and continuous flow for sample gases that add cost and make it more complex to carry out.

A laser gas analyzer based on laser light which absorbed by H₂ and remits it at a different frequency. Which is caused "Raman shift" frequency of the light re-emitted. The shifts are discrete and precise such as the intensity of light at different frequencies is directly proportional to the concentration of H₂. These instruments are very expensive, around $100,000 and more.

Main Types of Hydrogen Sensors

Several types of hydrogen sensors working by different mechanisms become available recently, most of them use palladium to hold H₂. A reliable sensor should have some characteristics such as high sensitivity, linear response in wide range of concentrations, good stability, and low response and recovery times [19]. Another critical factor to be considered is Low power consumption.
Selecting a proper material is the first step in order to achieve these characteristics and reach high performance. In addition, morphology, structure, and chemical composition have a significant role on the operation of this material. Moreover, one of the most common disadvantages of these sensors is reliability degradation due to aging factors. For example, many changes can occur in Pd-semiconductor sensors that are exposed to room air such as loss of sensitivity, with a lengthened response time. Aging can also change particle morphology, chemical composition and interfacial structure. Aging depends basically on the environmental storage, operating conditions and on how well the sensor materials are isolated from the environment [20].

L Boon Brett et al. [15] presented performance tests of hydrogen sensors. A total of seven different performance assessment tests were carried out on 39 commercially available sensors employing either catalytic, electrochemical, metal-oxide semiconductor or thermal conductivity detection principles [21]. L. Boon-Brett et al. also summarize the current state of the market with respect to hydrogen sensing technologies and identify disparities between existing performance targets for hydrogen safety sensors and the actual performance specifications given for commercially available sensors, with the intention that this should then help to direct future research and development in the area [15].

**Electrochemical Sensors**

Electrochemical sensors (EC), detect H2 depending on a specific electrochemical reaction between the cathode and the anode [22,23], hydrogen is oxidized on the surface of an electrode coated with a catalyst, such as platinum [24]. The resulting electrical signal is either a current or a voltage correlated to the concentration of H2 which can be correlated by a nonlinear relationship with the concentration. Usually the reaction at the cathode is the reduction of oxygen, which must be present for correct operation of this type of sensors. Amperometric or potentiometric sensors [25,26], which based on electrochemical reaction produces an electrical current/voltage proportional to the concentration of the target gas, by oxidation process which includes the electrons transfer between the electrode and the molecule. A porous membrane which is a gas barrier of diffusion is incorporated at the gas-electrode interface so that the process is controlled by diffusion as shown in Figure 1 resulting in an electrical current proportional to gas concentration.

Amperometry devices are commercially available from many manufacturers, they are small, and have good sensitivity and a broad linear range [1]. The sensors are stable with lifetimes of up to two years, which is significantly less than the DOE target of 10 years. Limitations include a restricted temperature range due to a liquid electrolyte, moderate selectivity (e.g., CO can affect the sensor), and a dependence on environmental pressure. Electrochemical sensors have a high sensitivity to hydrogen and consume very little power in operation which is very useful in some applications such as automobile applications. The sensitivity of electrochemical sensors decreases with time mainly due to deterioration of the electrode catalyst [15].

**Metal - Oxide Sensors:** Metal Oxide (MOX) sensors are fabricated with a wide band gap semiconductor material. The MOX sensor is a small, readily produced device and has sufficient sensitivity for hydrogen safety application [27]. MOX sensor is not affected by ambient temperature variations. The MOX sensor is not considered as a selective device [21], a cross sensitivity problems, such as Moisture variations which can also affect the calibration curve of MOX. The response of the classic MOX sensor was not linear: a long response time and even longer recovery time is another disadvantage of classic MOX [28-31]. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of MOX sensor [3]. The performance of a MOX sensor can be permanently corrupted when exposed to certain silicon compounds (which may include common industrial sealants and lubricants) [32-40].

These sensors typically need oxygen for stable responses and should not been widely applied to process streams or very high concentrations of H2 [41], thus these devices cannot be readily installed in a nitrogen-purged environment. The reliability of these thin-film designs in relation to environmental parameters such as pressure, relative humidity (RH), selectivity, and long-term stability must be further investigated. Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) as a type of MOX sensors consists of three layers: a metal layer, an insulator layers, and a semiconductor layer. Mostly the insulating layer is formed by an oxide (O) leading to be called MOS [42,43]. This class of sensor works on the principle of charge building and
changing of the function of the active layer, which is usually a noble metal or noble metal alloy, e.g. palladium-based alloys. This MOS structure may work as a capacitive sensor; a MOSFET transistor or a Schottky diode [44-48]. This type of technology can operate in the absence of oxygen. The acronym MOS is often used in the literature and by sensor manufacturers to describe both the triple layer metal-oxide semiconductor sensor. MOX are under intensive development and have been studied extensively for decades for many reasons, such as simple structure, small size, low cost and high sensitivity with fast response. In these sensors, the response of thin layer in contact with a target gas would be changing in its resistance [49].

J Huang et al. [37] studied the Hydrogen sensing characteristics of Pd-based Schottky diodes sensors with different hydrogen concentrations and compared the result over a wide temperature operating range. Experimentally, when exposed to hydrogen-containing gases, both Schottky-type hydrogen sensors can be operated under bi-polarity applied voltages. Upon hydrogen adsorption, Schottky diodes manifested faster adsorption and desorption responses at higher temperatures (≥400 K) [50]. J Jun et al. [39], design a hydrogen detecting system consisting of solar and vibration energy harvesting devices, ZnO nanorod-based sensor, sensor interface, microcontroller, and the RF front end of our sensor system was designed and fabricated. The system could detect the presence of hydrogen and transmitting the detected data wireless for monitoring, while obtaining the necessary power for operation through energy scavenging devices. B Lyson et al. [36], studied the gas sensing properties of nano-crystalline TiO$_2$: Cr nano-powders obtained by Flame Spray Synthesis (FSS). This method was used because it allowed us to obtain crystalline powders in a single step.

C Hsu et al. [51], developed and investigated an interesting transistor-based hydrogen detection system, Experimentally. And they found that even at a low hydrogen concentration, the studied sensor still has a high sensitivity at room temperature. Also, a simple hydrogen sensing system with a LED array (light emitting diode) and buzzer is designed and established. The proposed system could display and alarm the hydrogen concentration quickly. Based on a micro-controller; the studied hydrogen sensing system is shown to be of low cost, fast response, portable, and easy operations.

**Catalytic Gas Sensors (CGS):** Catalytic sensors consist of two thin platinum wires each embedded in a ceramic bead (pellistor) and connected to each other in a Wheatstone bridge [52-54]. One pellistor is coated with a catalyst material which selectively catalyses the oxidation of hydrogen as shown in Figure 3. The pellistors are heated to around 500-550°C and hydrogen is oxidized on the active bead surface causing an increase in temperature and an increase in the resistance of the platinum filament. The resulting imbalance of the Wheatstone bridge is linearly related to the hydrogen concentration. Catalytic sensors employ a well-developed technology but are not specific to hydrogen and will respond to any combustible gas. Also, presence of oxygen is essential to their operation. Heated ceramics embedded with platinum or other noble metal as a catalyst provide a catalytic surface for hydrogen in air combustion. The sensor often is called a pellistor. The device is heated electrically to approximately 550°C. The coated surface catalyzes combustion when exposed to hydrogen or other combustible vapors. The catalyzed combustion is localized to the surface of the sensor and increases the temperature of the device. A thin platinum wire is encapsulated within the ceramic bead. Because the resistance of any material is affected by temperature, the surface combustion changes the resistance of the internal platinum wire. For improved stability, the Combustible Gas Sensor (CGS) often is referenced to a second nearly identical but catalytically inactive bead; both the active and inactive elements often are integrated into a single housing. The CGS routinely is used for 0-10% hydrogen in air, and these sensors have been used for more than 20 years in confined space a safety applications. The CGS essentially is used for the detection of combustible vapors (especially in the petroleum industry).

![Figure 3: CGS technology and (b) CGS configuration [100].](image-url)
The pellistor, however, is not selective and cannot differentiate between different combustible gases. Of course, the nature of the application could be such that only one combustible gas is required, and thus imperfect selectivity is not always a relevant issue. Conversely, some applications could have numerous possible combustibles present, for example at a mixed hydrogen gasoline fueling station. Fundamentally, these devices will not function without oxygen since oxygen is essential for any combustion process. Furthermore, the high operating temperature of the CGS requires significant electrical power for operation. As with other solid-state sensors, improvements in power requirements and response times are possible with miniaturized thin-film structures that utilize Modern Micro-Electromechanical Systems (MEMS) technology for fabrication [16].

**Thermal Conductivity Sensors:** Thermal conductivity (TC) sensors [55] based on a temperature change of an electrically heated sensing element following exposure to a specific gas as shown in Figure 4. The TC sensor is not heated to a temperature that induces combustion, but only to a temperature where the resistance of the sensing element deviates from the linear limit of Ohm’s law \( V = I \times R \). This is illustrated in a voltage-current plot of the TC device. A thin probe element is used in the TC sensor [56]; a linear increase in current is observed as a low voltage is applied to the sensing element. In an I-V plot the slope of the linear region is the reciprocal resistance \( 1/R \) of the element. As the applied electrical power (I-V) increases, the ability to dissipate heat to the surrounding environment (air matrix) is exceeded, resulting in increasing the temperature of the probe element. The resistance no longer remains constant and a deviation from a linear I-V plot is observed. In addition to the input power, which is controlled by the TC control circuit, the thermal conductivity of the surrounding gas affects the shape of the I-V curve [57-60].

![Figure 4: Schematic of a thermal conductivity type sensor [89].](image)

Some manufacturers claim a 0-100\% range for hydrogen; more recently, devices for lower concentration ranges relevant to safety have appeared on the market. Thermal conductivity sensors are stable devices; they are less liable to contamination. They tend to be non-selective, but by using special coatings vendors have reported improved selectivity. Since thermal transport between a solid and a gas will be dependent on the temperature, density, and composition of the gas, these sensors are affected by environmental parameters such as temperature, pressure and humidity. As with many technologies the environmental effects can be compensated, but this requires independent measurement for ambient conditions. Operation of a TC sensor requires less power than that required for catalytic combustion. The TC sensor is applicable in MEMS technology [61,62], which reduces the power requirements. Also results in rapid response times less than second. Unlike almost other sensor platform, the TC sensor does not require oxygen for stable and long-term operation. So it can be use in process streams or applications which use nitrogen purging. Modern TC sensors have a simple design without using a reference cell. The detection is based on the heat lost to the test gas with a reference point being set under defined conditions in the absence of target gas (hydrogen). TC hydrogen sensors are less sensitive, but offer a measuring range up to 100 \% hydrogen and are not liable for poisoning like other hydrogen sensor types.

**Optical Sensors**

Sensors for the direct optical detection of hydrogen are not readily available because hydrogen is non-adsorbing in the ultraviolet-visible or infrared [63]. However, very sensitive sensor platforms which undergo changes in optical properties upon exposure to hydrogen have been developed. Many devices are based on optical properties of palladium films. Other devices are based on chemical...
mediators that undergo color changes upon exposure to $H_2$. Two main classes of chemically mediated optical hydrogen sensors have been developed, fiber optic based devices and a recently developed colorimetric indicator. The sensor tip is coated with several layers of material, including a hydrogen-sensitive chemical (tungsten or molybdenum oxide) that undergoes a color change when exposed to hydrogen. The colorimetric agent is very selective to hydrogen. Also, the tip is coated with a hydrogen-permeable protection layer to protect the sensor from chemical poisons. As with all fiber optics systems, remote operation is achieved.

These sensors also have a good sensitivity to hydrogen, simple operating mechanism, long-term stability, and reversibility where oxygen is required. Conversely, the response time is relatively slow, and although the sensor provides quantitative data, its accuracy is less than the DOE targets. Several fiber optic sensors based on palladium films also have been developed, but many of them are not yet commercially available. Colorimetric indicators are being developed for hydrogen. Such systems do not require electronic circuitry for detection. The indicator also can be incorporated into an electronic platform, however. These systems are passive and undergo a spontaneous color change when exposed to hydrogen. Reversible and irreversible formulations have been developed. The active material can be incorporated easily into a low-cost $H_2$ indicating paint. The material is stable environmentally and its process is not affected by temperature, pressure, or relative humidity significantly. This system is low cost and easily implemented; though, quantization is not achieved [64-67]. The usage of electricity in presence of hydrogen is always a matter of concern taking into account possible arcing. With such limitations and possible hazards for other detection techniques, optical sensor has gained importance in safety applications [68].

**Palladium Film and Palladium-Alloy Films**

The unique and highly selective permeability of hydrogen into Palladium (Pd) has led to Pd-film technology to be applied to several types of $H_2$ sensors. One basic technology is the Pd film and Pd alloy films [69,70]. The film resistance changes with adsorption of hydrogen, and this resistance can be monitored as in chemical sensors. Such devices have the advantage of very simple processing signal. Alternatively, thin Pd films have been incorporated into Field Effect Transistor devices (FET) where the gate is palladium and the performance of the transistor is controlled by the changes in the gate resistivity [71,72]. F Razi et al. [20] investigated a porous silicon (PS) based sensors, where non-oxidized samples show high sensitivity only for fresh samples which decreases according to the age of the sensor. $H_2$ sensing properties and changes of these samples by aging were measured at room temperature. So, the morphology, structure and chemical composition of Pd-Porous silicon samples were investigated and their effects on the hydrogen sensing properties were discussed.

Major classes of Pd based $H_2$ sensors [73].

- **Palladium resistors sensor** (most popular). A thin Pd film deposited between two contacts shows a change in conductivity when exposure to $H_2$ gas.
- **The palladium field effect transistors (FETs) or capacitor sensor**, where the sensor is in a transistor or capacitor configuration.
- **Palladium optical sensors**, consisting of optical active material coated by a layer of Pd, transforms the concentration of $H_2$ to an optical signal [64].
- **Palladium Meso-wire (nanowire) and nano-particle sensors** [74].
- **Palladium Nanotube and Nano-clusters sensors** [75].

Palladium films also can be applied to other sensor types, for example coating mechanical devices such as Surface Acoustic Wave sensor (SAW) or Quartz Crystal Microbalance sensor (QCM) to achieve good selectivity. Basically, adsorption of $H_2$ changes the mass of the Pd film so changes the resonant frequency of the mechanical sensor. Small shift in frequency can be accurately measured, so it is excellent for detection lower limit [76,77].

On the other hand, Pd-film devices have bad performance under aerobic conditions, because of Pd phase change that needs oxygen in the air to improve its reversibility. Pd films also are liable to chemical poisoning, mainly by sulfide. Several vendors minimized sulfur and other possible poisons effects by using a protective, $H_2$ permeable and sulfur impermeable coating over the Pd film. In many environments, the long-term stability of the coating is not fully characterized, but some vendors have been reported good performance. The normal devices have slow response time more than 30s, comparing to TC sensors and some of the new thin film sensors. However, newer Pd sensors on a MEMS platform have a faster response time.

**Combined Technology Sensors**: Combined sensor (COMB) is a combination of different detection technologies in one sensor [78], such as, catalytic and thermal conductivity. So, it may have the added advantage of measuring hydrogen concentrations over a wide range. The oxygen requirement of such sensors depends on the contents of sensor types [79-82]. Fasaki et al. [38] modifying SnO2 sensor with Au nanoparticles which decreases the working temperature from 180 to 85°C, while the response increased almost by 50 times, and can detects $H_2$ concentration as low as 500 ppm. S Kim et al. [83] also realized a multiple-networked GaN nanowires with excellent sensing properties by functionalizing their surfaces with Ga2Pd5 nanodots. Compared to the bare nano-wire sensors, the relative resistance responses improved by a factor of >50 at $H_2$ concentrations from 100 to 2000 ppm. While Sh. Tan et al. [84] investigated a GaN-based Hydrogen sensor with a Pd-base mixture. A rough surface observed for the Pd-mixture deposited by thermal evaporator (Pd metal and $SiO_2$ dielectric). And Pd nanoparticles
formed by wet etching method over interlayer. Comparisons between the sensors with the deposited Pd-mixture and wet-etched Pd layer were addressed. Also B. Huang and T Lin [85] created a novel type of hydrogen sensor based on using a nano-composite plating technique, enhancing the sensing performance and the sensitivity. So combining the nano-material to the old techniques improves the performance of the sensors, as a result most of the research and developments are under these types of sensors.

Applications of Hydrogen Sensors

Hydrogen Fueling Stations

Hydrogen is odorless comparing to the gasoline fume, adding substrate to \( H_2 \) causing an odor has been already patented. But such additives can be harmful to fuel cells. This critical area of research helps the user to detect \( H_2 \) leakage before the explosive limits. The automotive industry should have a safe operating system so the users are not scared to try these new vehicles [86]. The need for \( H_2 \) safety sensors has been reviewed by the automotive industry and the DOE of U.S. The suggested number of sensors is from 2-6 sensors per vehicle. These sensors have different operating environments, but if one type of sensor can meet all environments the cost of sensors per vehicle will minimized, and the operational cost can be better controlled. Each hydrogen sensor is independently coupled to the controller and can be used to shut down a hydrogen fuel port. For example, a fueling nozzle forms a part of a monitoring and control system and positioning the \( H_2 \) sensor inside the nozzle housing allows the monitoring of \( H_2 \). Such hydrogen sensors must be reliable, specific, and sensitive. They should be also able to respond quickly to >0.2% \( H_2 \), and they must be not affected by the environmental parameters (temperatures from \(-10^\circ C\) to \(+50^\circ C\), RH) and must have long lifetime with stable behavior more than 12 months.

Hydrogen Pipelines

Hydrogen delivery pipelines include transmission and distribution pipelines. In conventional terminology, transmission lines use relatively large-diameter and high-pressure pipelines (35-100 bar). In contrast, distribution lines typically deliver small volumes through smaller-diameter and lower pressure pipelines (0.3-14 bar). For hydrogen delivery, pressures in distribution lines are likely to be higher (14-28 bar) compared with NG. Sometimes, hydrogen will be mixed with NG for transport, and separated by membrane technology at the point of use. Pipeline safety is one issue; the other is to determine the \( H_2 \) content within the pipeline. This would take advantage of the current NG pipeline infrastructure and reduces the costs. In this case, hydrogen sensors would be placed inside the pipeline to monitor the \( H_2 \) concentration.

Cryogenic Hydrogen Storage Tanks

Nowadays in the U.S., there are 10 facilities for liquid \( H_2 \) production. 5,400 to 32,000 kg/day. All of them are managed by the gas producers. Also, the transportation of liquid \( H_2 \) is limited by distance and roadway access as defined by the U.S. Department of Transportation. Liquid hydrogen with the highest purity has a limited market such as electronics, specialty stainless steel and fuel cell researches and developments. Storage of liquid hydrogen is achieved in large insulated tanks from which are dispensed to liquid tankers for transport. Usually, hydrogen sensors (mostly flammable sensors) are used in and around such facilities. As hydrogen sensors and solid-state sensors become more reliable, and if their cost is reduced they will replace the common flammable gas sensors. Such storage tanks are constantly boiling-off \( H_2 \), otherwise the pressure within the tank will rise well above the nominal 10-15 psig. Therefore, the uses of accurate and precise hydrogen sensors to report the changing partial pressure are very important.

Hydrogen Fuel Cells and Automobiles

Hydrogen is used as a fuel in Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cells in concentrations of 60-100%. The hydrogen is converted into water and electrons through a proton exchange process at the polymer membrane. Hydrogen fuel cells as a power source are used in automotive and can be used as backup for generators and small power plants. Hydrogen is a clean fuel compared to NG because it has lower emissions. While, to use hydrogen in an automobile or in a generator room it has to be accurately monitored to prevent the risks of explosion. The hydrogen sensor installed in the anode loop of the fuel cell should not have a response delay time or affected by water vapor. The emissions from fuel oxidant outlet of a fuel cell has also to be monitored to prevent possible explosions as the concentration of hydrogen is in the range 0-4% \( H_2 \) at oxygen-reduced mixture. Hydrogen leak sensor is also required in the fuel cell ventilation areas [75]. An accurate leak detector should be able to detect 0-4% \( H_2 \) in air backgrounds without any cross-sensitivity to other gases such as, methane (\( CH_4 \)), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (\( CO_2 \)), and nitrous oxides (\( NO, NO_2 \)).

The major requirement for a reliable hydrogen sensor in the fuel cell environment is to hold up 100% condensing humidity. Most of the fuel cells have rich humidity environment and the sensor needs to operate continuously in this environment. In some cases, the \( H_2 \) sensor can also be operated at very low temperatures (as low as \(-40^\circ C\)). So, the sensor also needs to reach ambient temperature quickly (<30 second) and continue operation well below ambient temperature. And because the gas mileage is very important, the unused hydrogen in such vehicle is re-circulated. Other safety action is to monitor \( H_2 \) leakage in garages also to ensure that there is no leak from \( H_2 \) vehicle, as well as the passenger compartment to ensure the safety of passengers.

Most solid-state sensors are heated to above 100°C and can operate in the "cold start" condition in a fuel cell. Another important performance parameter for a hydrogen sensor in a fuel cell is its resistance to water. Most fuel cells have excess of liquids including water during operation. It is highly possible that water will splatter...
or go through into hydrogen sensor of a fuel cell. Usually, hydrophobic membranes are used in hydrogen sensors to prevent water entry into the sensors. Recent developments in solid-state hydrogen sensors and inorganic coating technologies at molecular level enable gas sensor to operate without interference from high relative humidity and condensing water. Also, for fuel cell applications, hydrogen sensors need to operate in a wide temperature range (−40 to 100°C) and should have fast response times.

**Hydrogen Safety and Control**

Safety is considered as one of the most significant issues that the promotion of hydrogen use has to face. More utilization of hydrogen fuel will increase the possibility of accidents in the H₂ facilities or infrastructure. Therefore, various safety issues have been discussed in the use and handling of H₂. These issues include hydrogen permeation, embrittlement, leakage, ignition and explosion. Research on H₂ leakage is mainly important for preventing accidents and setting safety guidelines and standards for hydrogen usage due to embrittlement, bad sealing, human errors and/or system degradation. So, to ensure the safety in this field, the development of risk management plane or strategies for H₂ leakage is required. As the sensing of H₂ is very important in this system as discussed previously, the control system and actuators that take the decision to do suitable action to the risk level based on the measured H₂ concentration and environmental conditions are also significant parts in such system.

Recently, a lot of researchers are focusing on issues related for hydrogen leakage. These include a liquid H₂ jet flow through a nozzle [90], transient distribution in a vertical cylinder [91], as well as ventilation and dispersion in a garage [92,93], a tunnel [94], and a domestic room [95]. As found in these studies, hydrogen distribution and accumulation in highly confined spaces are very dangerous. Regardless of the little guidance of risk developed for such scenarios. For this circumstance, Matsuura et al. [96] proposed ways of reducing the risk by changing the vent positions, conditions and its relationship with the outside environment, and how this affects the distribution of H₂. Matsuura et al. [96] proposed an innovative adaptive algorithm for sensing leakage of H₂ in a partially open space. Matsuura [96] also observed the effects of ventilation system on H₂ distributed and accumulation based on natural ventilation (NV) and forced ventilation (FV). Usually FV is expected to be more rapid than NV. However, using NV or FV depending on the geometrical configuration of a ventilated space [96], the sensing algorithm was proposed for NV only [96]. Other actions were taken place mainly in storage facilities of H₂ or fuel cell vehicles is shutting down the supply system by using controllable valve on H₂ cylinders.

**Conclusion**

The accurate hydrogen detection is critical requirement in several industries for everyday safety and process improvement because of the growing needs for hydrogen fuel. And from this review work the main points to be concluded are:

a) The user should carefully consider the application and environmental parameters before selecting an optimum hydrogen sensor. Real-time and in-line H₂ sensors are in immediate need for the process industry as alternative to analytical instruments such as gas chromatography.

b) H₂ sensitivity and selectivity is very important to prevent false alarms for almost any applications.

c) There is several technologies that have been developed and manufactured for the detection of hydrogen gas. Just some of these are well-established commercially and for years.

d) Hydrogen sensors will be widely used in the next 5-10 years due to the advantages of hydrogen economy and its related infrastructure.

e) The palladium-based hydrogen sensors are the most extensively researched and hold the most promise for the industry. Also, fiber optic-based technology, MEMS (micro-machined mechanical system), and nano-technology sensors for the measurement of hydrogen are ongoing research to impose new performance requirements such as faster response, lower power consumption, high selectivity and critical operating conditions.

f) Hydrogen sensors will find applications in industry such as, petrochemical plants, petroleum refineries, hydrogen production facilities, nuclear power plants, fuel cells, leak detection, medical diagnostics, and other applications.

g) When designing a system or facilities that use hydrogen, it’s very important to take into consideration natural ventilation and/or forced ventilation to reduce the risk of H₂ accumulation and ignition or explosion as well as automatic controlled detection system for leakage.

h) The most common control actions that take place when hydrogen leakage happens is shutting down the source of hydrogen and activate forced ventilation system automatically.
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